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is between 1st & 2nd N/W between Asbury Park
Ave & Pine St, pretty much a collection of small
shops along the route with the Artist's Life
drawing/ painting studio at the corner of 2nd
N/W & Asbury Park Ave, and on the way south
you might also have some storefronts at the
corner of Pine St & 1st N/W, and the corner of
2nd N/W and Bostwick Ave, while to the east
you'd have the intersection of 2nd & Lakeway,
and the walk between there and Bostwick &
Asbury Park aves. Bostwick Ave. is right near
the edge of the Pine Barrens in NJ. I'd suggest
using Google Maps to find the name of the town
with the highest concentration of "Asian"
restaurants, unless you're comfortable knowing
what towns are like around you. ‘Boom or bust’
– can Canada be spared another real estate
crash? “Real estate will be the first sector to feel
the fallout from a U.S. recession,” says a study
prepared by the Bank of Canada for its most
recent monetary policy debate, released on
Dec. 4. The report suggests that, while Canada’s
real estate market is resilient, price growth is
being driven by increased demand rather than
supply. This is particularly true in cities, where
increased immigration and “population growth”
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have attracted families into the rental market.
Even after a drop in housing starts last week,
the Canadian Real Estate Association is
forecasting that residential sales and
construction will continue to rise for the next
few years, and rates of price gains will remain
modest. By fall 2018, the organization expects
the average price of a home in Canada will have
risen by about five per cent from its 2015 high.
But others have been less optimistic,
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